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Der vorliegende Bericht betrifft eine Studie, die für das 

Stripa-Projekt ausgeführt wurde. Die Autoren haben ihre 

eigenen Ansichten und Schlussfolgerungen dargestellt.Diese 

müssen nicht unbedingt mit denjenigen des Auftraggebers 

übereinstimmen. 

Le présent rapport a été préparé pour le projet de Stripa. 

Les opinions et conclusions présentées sont celles des 

auteurs et ne correspondent pas nécessairement à ceux 

du client. 

This report concerns a study which was conducted for the 

Stripa Project. The conclusions and viewpoints presented 

in the report are those of the authors and do not necess

arily coincide with those of the client. 
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Das Stripa-Projekt ist ein Projekt der Nuklearagentur der OECD. Unter 
internationaler Beteiligung werden von 1980-86 Forschungsarbeiten in 
einem unterirdischen Felslabor in Schweden durchgefUhrt. Diese sollen 
die Kenntnisse auf folgenden Gebieten erweitern: 
- hydrogeologische und geochemische Messungen in Bohrlochern 
- Ausbreitung des Grundwassers und Transport von Radionukliden durch 

Klüfte im Gestein 
- Verhalten von Materialien, welche zur VerfUllung und Versiegelung von 

Endlagern eingesetzt werden sollen 
- Methoden zur zerstorungsfreien Ortung von Storzonen im Fels 
Seitens der Schweiz beteiligt sich die Nagra an diesen Untersuchungen. 
Die technischen Berichte aus dem Stripa-Projekt erscheinen gleichzeitig 
in der NTB-Serie der Nagra. 

The Stripa Project is organised as an autonomous project of the Nuclear 
Energy Agency of the DECD. In the period from 1980-86, an international 
cooperative programme of investigations is being carried out in an 
underground rock laboratory in Sweden. The aim of the work is to improve 
our knowledge in the following areas: 
- hydrogeological and geochemical measurement methods in boreholes 
- flow of groundwater and transport of radionuclides in fissured rock 
- behaviour of backfilling and sealing materials in a real geological 

environment 
- non-destructive methods for location of disturbed zones in the rock 
Swi tzerl and i s represented in the Stri pa Project by Nagra and the Stri pa 
Project technical reports appear in the Nagra NTB series. 

Le projet Stripa est un projet autonome de l'Agence de l'OCDE pour 
l 'Energi e Nuc l éa ire. Il s'agi t d'un programme de recherche avec 
participation internationale, qui sera réalisé entre 1980 et 1986 dans 
un laboratoire souterrain, en Suède. Le but de ces travaux est 
d'améliorer et d'étendre les connaissances dans les domaines suivants: 
- mesures hydrogéologiques et géochimiques dans les puits de forage 
- chimie des eaux souterraines à grande profondeur 
- écoulement des eaux souterraines et transport des radionucléides dans 

les roches fracturées 
- comportement des matéri aux de colmatage et de scellement des dépôt 

finals 
- méthodes de localisation non destructive des zones de perturbation de 

1 a roche 
La Suisse est représentée dans le projet Stripa par la Cédra. Les 
rapports techniques du projet Stripa sont publiés dans la série des 
rapports techniques de la Cédra (NTB). 
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ABSTRACf 

This report is one of the four reports describing the Stripa 3D 
experiment where water and tracer flow has been monitored in a 
specially excavated drift in the Stripa mine. The experiment was 
performed in a specially excavated drift at the 360 m level in granite. 
The whole ceiling and upper part of the walls were covered with more 
than 350 individual plastic sheets where the water flow into the drift 
could be collected. 11 different tracers were injected at distances 
between 11 and 50 m from the ceiling of the drift. The flowrate and 
tracer monitoring was kept up for more than two years. The tracer 
breakthrough curves and flowrate distributions were used to study the 
flow paths, velocities, hydraulic conductivities, dispersivities and 
channeling effects in the rock. 

The present report describes how the site was prepared and what 
documentation is available. 
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RESUME 

Ce rapport est l'un des quatre rapports décrivant l'essai 3D de 
Stripa où les circulations d'eau et de traceurs ont été enregistrées 
dans une galerie spécialement excavée dans le granite au niveau 
360 m dans la mine. Tout le plafond et la partie supérieure des 
parois de la galerie ont été recouverts par plus de 350 feuilles 
individuelles en plastique permettant de recueillir les entrées 
d'eaux dans la galerie. 11 traceurs différents ont été injectés 
à des distances se situant entre 11 et 50 m du plafond de la galerie. 
Les mesures de débit et la détection des traceurs ont été maintenus 
durant plus de deux années. L'irruption des traceurs et la distribution 
des débits ont permis d'étudier les cheminements d'eau, les vitesses 
d'écoulement, les conductivités hydrauliques, les dispersivités 
et les effets de IIchanneling ll dans la roche. 

Le présent rapport décrit la préparation du site et la documentation 
disponible. 
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

Dieser IIReport" ist einer von gesamthaft vier Berichten, die das 
3D-Experiment in der Stripa-Mine beschreiben. In einem neu erstellten 
Stollen auf der 360 rn-Sohle wurden Wasser- und Tracerfluss im Granit
gestein beobachtet. Die ganze Stollendecke und der obere Teil 
der Stollenwände wurden mit über 350 einzelnen Abdeckfolien ausgerüstet, 
um den gesamten Wassereintrag in den Stollen zu ermitteln. 11 
verschiedene Tracers wurden in Abständen von 11 bis 50 m von der 
Stollendecke ins Gestein injiziert. Die Fliesszeiten des markierten 
Wassers wurden über einen Zeitraum von mehr als zwei Jahren registriert. 
Die Tracer-Durchbruchskurven und die Fliessratenverteilungen ergaben 
Daten über Fliesswege, Wassergeschwindigkeiten, hydraulische Leit
fähigkeiten, Dispersivitäten und Kanaleffekte im Gestein. 

Dieser Bericht beschreibt die Vorbereitung des Teststandorts und 
die dazu vorhandene Dokumentation. 
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SUMMARY 

The report describes the site preparation and documentation for the 
3 - D migration site. The main aims with the site preparation and 
documentation were to find zones within the injection holes that could 
be used for tracer injection and to obtain data about the existing 
fracture system that later could help to explain the tracer 
breakthroughs. 

The performed work consisted mainly of: 

Pilot hole : 

Access drift 

Test site 

Injection holes 

Drilling 
Core logging 
TV - inspection 
Radar measurement 
Hydraulic conductivity 
measurement 

Excavation 
Water inflow measurements 

Excavation 
Drift logging 
Stereo photography 
Water inflow measurements 

Drilling 
Core logging 
TV - inspection 
Radar' measurement 
Hydraulic conductivity 
measurement 
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INTRODUCTION 

This report is one of the four reports and three stand alone 
appendices which make up the final report of the Stripa 3 - D project. The series 
consists of the following reports: 

1. Site preparation and documentation 

2. Instrumentation and tracers 

3. Performed experiments, results and evaluation 

4. Fracture network modelling of the Stripa 3-D site. 

''Stand alone" appendices: 

Tracer breakthrough curves 

Fitted tracer curves 

Flowrate curves and tracer breakthrough curves for individual 
sheets - smoothed data. 

BACKGROUND 

In many countries the final repositories for high level radioactive waste 
are planned to be located at large depths in crystalline rock 
formations. The only known means for the radio nuclides to migrate to 
the accessible environment is by flow with mobile water in the 
fractures in the rock and by molecular diffusion. The latter process 
can be neglected as an escape mechanism for the depths considered. It 
is known that the rock is fractured and that practically all water 
movement is confined to the fractures. The rock matrix is porous and 
may be accessed by diffusing species but due to the low hydraulic 
conductivity of the matrix, flow is negligible under repository 
conditions. 

To assess the potential release and transport of the radionuclides, 
information on the flowrates, velocities and on the pathways of the 
water is needed. The nuclides which are dissolved in water will be 
able to diffuse into the micropores of the porous rock matrix and so 
be withdrawn from the flowing water in the fractures. Sorbing nuclides 
will sorb on the surfaces of the fractures and also on the inner 
surfaces of the rock matrix which are accessed by diffusion. The rate 
of uptake into the rock matrix will thus be directly influenced by the 
size of the fracture surfaces that are wetted by the mobile water. 

Only a small fraction of the fractures in the rock is open to flow. In 
the Stripa 2 - D experiments it was also observed that the water flow 
was unevenly distributed in the fractures (Abelin et aI., 1985). Such 
channeling effects may give rise to preferential fast pathways and limit 
the wetted area. 
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The velocity variations between fractures or channels may cause 
dispersion of the migrating radio nuclides both in the longitudinal 
direction and in the transverse direction. Longitudinal dispersion may 
cause dilution but may also allow some part of the nuclides to arrive 
earlier than the main portion and thus allow less time for decay. 
Transverse dispersion may also give dilution. 

SOME FEATURES OF THE THE PRESENT INVESTIGATION 

Very few investigations have been made regarding flow and transport 
properties in deep lying crystalline rocks. There are no well developed 
techniques available to investigate the properties of interest. The flow 
patterns and mechanisms are not well known and the investigative 
techniques must be developed so that many conceivable results can be 
accommodated with the experiments. 

The flowrates, velocities, channeling frequencies and geometry of 
pathways were not know before the experiment to within several orders 
of magnitude. Nor were the possible variations in the properties known 
or could be reasonably assessed. 

To accommodate possible large variations of these properties some 
special techniques were developed. The basis for the whole experiment 
was the development of the plastic sheeting technique which permitted 
a very detailed monitoring of the water flowrate and tracer path 
distribution. Another special aspect of the experiment was to use as 
many different tracers as possible, 9 tracers, in order to investigate 
variations in the transport properties of the rock. The choice of 
different injection distances was made with dual purposes. First, because 
of the a priori unknown water velocity a large difference in the 
migration distance would ensure that at least some of the tracers would 
arrive during the duration of the experiment. Second, different 
migration distances along essentially the same flow path may give 
information on how the dispersivity is influenced by the migration 
distance. This is an open question of some importance. 

The size of the wetted surfaces is unknown. If it is large, small 
molecular weight tracers might diffuse into the micropores of the 
matrix and to a large extent be withdrawn from the mobile water. 
This might cause the tracers to be retarded and diluted to such an 
extent that detection in the collected water in the drift may be 
difficult. Tracers of different molecular weight were used and a high 
molecular weight tracer was synthesized especially for this purpose. 

AIMS 

The broader aims of the investigation have been discussed above. The 
detailed aims are summarized below: 

* Develop techniques for large scale tracer experiments in low 
permeability fractured rock 

* Determine flow porosity 

* Obtain information on longitudinal and transverse dispersion 
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* Obtain information on channeling 

* Obtain da ta and other information for validation and/or 
modification of models. 
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DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT 

REQUIREMENTS 

The following basic requirements were used when designing the actual 
experiment: 

1 . The experiment should be carried out in "undisturbed" rock 

2. It should be possible to monitor the longitudinal as well as the 
transverse spreading of the injected tracers 

3. It should be possible to continuously inject conservative tracers into 
some conductive fractures within the rock block of interest over a 
long period of time 

4. The injection flowrates should be small compared with the natural 
flowrates 

5. Only conservative tracers should be used. 

With the term "undisturbed" rock in requirement 1 is not meant the 
disturbance induced by the mine but more close disturbances such as 
drifts or boreholes in the vicinity of the block which could act as 
local hydraulic sinks. 

LAYOUT AND LOCATION 

A test site with a total drift length of 100 m was excavated. From 
this test site, 3 vertical holes of lengths approximately 70 m were 
drilled upward. These holes served as injection holes during the tracer 
runs. 



Figure 2-1. 
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Layout of the test site with the three vertical injection 
holes. 

Tracers were to be injected at most 50 m above the ceiling of the 
drift. The injections were to take place in 9 separate high permeability 
zones, each zone being approximately 2.5 m in length. The exact 
location and number of injection zones in each hole were mainly 
dependent on where the zones with high permeability were found. 

Since the distance from the injection zones to the ceiling of the drift 
was at most 50 m, a "safety distance" to other major excavations on 
higher levels of approximately 100 m was assumed to be required. This 
"safety distance" to other excavations were assumed to reduce the 
possible influence on the stream lines between the injection zones and 
the test site in such a way that "all" tracers would emerge at the 
ceiling of the test site. 

In the preliminary planning for this experiment, it was assumed that 
the excavation of the test site could start directly from an existing 
drift at the 360 m level. However, a detailed mapping of the old 
drifts showed that if the experiment was to be carried out at the 360 
m level, it was necessary to excavate an access drift because of 
existing shafts, boreholes, and drifts at the other levels. 

Since the location of the test site should be as undisturbed as possible, 
any chosen area had to be geologically fairly unknown. Studies 
showed that leptite as well as granite was found at the 360 m level. 
Since the migration between the injection and sampling points should 
take place in granitic rock, a compilation of available data of the 
granite/leptite interface was done. The result of this compilation is 
illustrated in Figure 1-2. From the existing logs at the Nl hole, 310 
m level hole, 310 and 360 m level drifts, etc, it was pre~ut11ed that 
the area chosen for the test site as well as the injection holes should 
be located in granitic rock (see Figure 2-3). 
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The length of the access drift was approximately 135 m. The location 
of the access drift and test site is illustrated in Figures 2-2 and 2-3. 

Figure 2-2. Leptite/granite interface, compilation of available data. 

Figure 2-2 shows a compilation of the location of the leptite/granite 
interface using data from drifts and boreholes at the 360 and 410 m 
levels as well as the surface mapping. 
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Figure 2-3. Layout of the test site area. 

From Figure 2 - 3 above it can be seen that the test site is situated 
in an "undisturbed" rock volume, "far" from any excavations, and at 
the same time the area is geological well- known because of existing 
drifts and boreholes. 
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SITE PREPARATION 

GENERAL 

The main activities during the site preparation period were: 

Compilation of mine maps in order to find a suitable location for 
the test site. 

Drilling of pilot holes 

Pilot hole investigations: 
Core logging 
Water inflow measurements 
Radar measurement 
TV inspection 

Excavation of access drift and test site 

Documentation of test site: 
Fracture mapping 
Stereophotographing 

Covering the upper part of the test site with plastic sheets 

Start of water inflow monitoring 

Drilling of the injection holes 

Documentation of the injection holes: 
Core logging 
Water inflow measurements 
Radar measurements 
TV inspection 

Deciding where to inject tracers 
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PIWT HOLE 

Before the excavation of the access drift and the test site started, a 
190 m long pilot hole, 3D - PI , was drilled (see Figure 4 -1 ) . The 
purposes of the pilot hole were: 

To verify that the test site was located in granitic rock 

To get an indication of the character of the test site regarding 
fracture frequency, crushed zones, water inflow rates, etc 

To compare the water inflow rates of the pilot hole with those 
later obtained from the test site. 
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STRIPA MINE 
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Figure 4-1. Layout of the test site area. 
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I 

y= 1200 

The drilling direction of the pilot hole was such that the last part of 
it would coincide with the test site. See Figure 4 -1. A minor 
deviation sideways in the drilling of the pilot hole would have caused 
a relocation of the test site. However, a deviation in the height 
would be more severe. If the pilot hole had gone upward, it would 
have been located above the test site and within the rock volume that 
would be used for the tracer migration which would ha ve been 
unacceptable. On the other hand, the pilot hole located below the test 
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site would not have any influence on the tracer migration. Minor 
adjustments in height would still be possible when excavating the drift 
so that the rail for heavy transport could be used. 

The drilling of the pilot hole was performed by the Swedish company, 
Tung Geoteknisk Borrning (TGB). The diameter of the pilot hole was 
76 mm. After drilling approximately 95 m, the drilling was temporarily 
stopped so that the coordinates for the end of the hole could be 
determined with a deviation measurement. The reason for this 
measurement was based on the influence of the pilot hole on the 
tracer migration. 

DEVIATION MEASUREMENT 

The deviation measurement, performed by Reflex AB, gave the 
coordinates and direction along the pilot hole at points separated by 3 
m. In order to do these measurements the coordinates, direction, and 
inclination of the starting point need to be known. 

After the pilot hole had been drilled approximately 95 m, the 
deviation measurement showed that the hole was drilled almost straight 
and that the test site would coincide with the last part of the pilot 
hole if no major changes in the direction would occur. Therefore, the 
drilling continued until the total length of the pilot hole was 190 m. 

After drilling 190 m the pilot hole was completed. Another deviation 
measurement was performed. This measurement showed that the pilot 
hole would be located within the test site if a minor change of 
approximately 1 m in the direction of the test site was done. 

The accuracy of the diviation method was determined later during the 
excavation of the access drift and the test site. The pilot hole reached 
the access drift after about 90 m, after which the drift continued for 
about another 90 m, and the last 10 m of the pilot hole was located 
behind the test site. 

The coordinates for some points of the pilot hole were determined 
"exactly" by theodolite measurements. For more information, see 
Appendix 1. 

CORE LOG, TV INSPECTION 

The most important result from the core log was a verification that 
the pilot hole was situated in granitic rock, and therefore the test site 
would also be situated in granitic rock. The core log was performed 
by SGAB, Swedish Geological AB, Sweden. 

During the core logging, a lot of effort was put forth to find fractures 
that may have been water bearing. However, there seem to be no 
significant correlation between the fracture frequency, location of 
fractures that seemed to be water bearing from the core logging and 
where water actually was found in the pilot hole. The core log of the 
pilot hole and a comparison between the hydraulic conductivity, location 
of water bearing fractures, and fracture frequency are given in 
Appendix 2. 
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The core log was complemented with a TV inspection, from which the 
orientation of the fractures could be evaluated. 

RADAR MEASUREMENT 

In order to investigate the rock volume around the pilot hole, a radar 
measurement was performed by SGAB. The measurement indicated that 
no large crushed zones or changes to other rock types were expected 
to be found for approximately 50 m outward from the pilot hole. This 
was the measuring limit at the time of measurement. 

HYDRAUUC CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT 

To determine if and where water would be expected and later to be 
found within the test site area, a hydraulic conductivity measurement 
was performed. The results were used for selecting the exact location 
and design of the test site in the most suitable way. 

The measurements were carried out in 7.5 m zones. The conductivity, 
K, was found in the range 10 - 1 1 - 5.10 - 1 0 mIs, with a mean 
value about 10- 1 0 m/s. Because of the results that showed where the 
water conductive zones could be expected, the final position of the test 
site was slightly changed. 

The results from the hydraulic conductivity measurement are given in 
Appendix 2, and also a comparison between hydraulic conductivity, 
location of water bearing fractures (observations from the core logging), 
and fracture frequency are given. 

DECISIONS BASED ON THE RESULTS FROM THE PILOT HOLE 

The core log showed that the whole pilot hole was situated in granitic 
rock. Furthermore, the radar measurement indicated that no large 
crushed zones or changes to other rock types were expected to be 
found for approximately 50 m (measurement limit) outward from the 
pilot hole. The hydraulic conductivity measurement showed that water 
bearing fractures would be expected to be found within the area where 
the test site was planned to be excavated. These results showed that 
the excavation of the drifts could start, since the area seemed suitable 
for our purposes. 

The results from the hydraulic conductivity measurement caused the 
final position of the test site to be changed approximately 10 m 
compared to that originally planned (see Appendix 2). 
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EXCAVATION OF ACCESS DRIFT AND TEST SITE 

The drifts excavated for this experiment (see Figure 4-1) were 

Access drift. Length ~ 125 m, height ~ 3 m, width ~ 3 m 

Test site. Length ~ 100 m, height ~ 3 m, width ~ 4.5 m 

The total time needed for these excavations were a pproxima tely 7 
months. 

The access drift was excavated with a "normal" blasting technique, 
while the test site was excavated with a "smooth" blasting technique. 
This "smooth" blasting was used to minimize the influence of the 
blasting in the rock closest to the test site. 

One of the aims of the project was to study the spatial distribution of 
water flow pathways in the rock. That means that the sampling 
"points" must be spread out in both the direction of the axis of the 
test site and perpendicular to the axis of the test site. The spread out 
of the sampling "points" in the direction of the axis of the test site 
was no problem, since the length of the test site was approximately 75 
m. But the possibility to spread out sampling "points" perpendicular to 
the axis of the drift was more limited, since the width of the test site 
was only about 4.5 m. The excavation of the cross at the inner part 
of the test site (see Figure 4 -1) was made in order to increase the 
resolution of the 3 - dimensional distribution of tracers in that part of 
the test site. 
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DOCUMENTATION OF THE TEST SITE 

The documentation of the test site was done in order to obtain a 
description of the fractures that could be seen in the test site. The 
documentation included: 

Drift logging 

Stereo photography 

The drift logging resulted in that the 99 most significant fractures seen 
in the test site were mapped and orientated. For the mapping of the 
fractures see Appendix 6. 

The stereo photography of the test site had two purposes. First, the 
photos were a good complement to the drift mapping. Second, 
measurements on the stereo photos were used for determination of the 
orientations for the fractures seen in the test site, see Appendix 7. 

It was attempted to use a heat sensitive camera for the detection of 
water bearing fractures. The reason for trying this method was that if 
water from a water bearing fracture entered a drift with a "high" 
temperature and "low" humidity, then the water would evaporate and 
cause a temperature decrease. This temperature decrease would then be 
detected with the heat sensitive camera. Unfortunately, this method was 
applicable just for fractures with a fairly high water flowrate. Fractures 
with a low water flowrate, but still detectable with the eye, were not 
detected by the heat sensitive camera. However, if more effort is put 
into finding a more sophisticated equipment, this method could be a 
way of finding water bearing fractures that can not be seen with the 
eye. The water inflow into a large area could then be swiftly mapped. 
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WATER INFLOW RATES INTO THE TEST SITE 

PLASTIC SHEETS 

The upper part of the test site was covered with plastic sheets (see 
Figure 7-1), each with an area of about 2 m 2. Originally, the total 
number of sheets was about 350. The sheets made up the sampling 
areas for the water emerging into the upper part of the test site. The 
plastic sheets sectioned the ceiling of the test site in such a way that 
it was possible to study the longitudinal and transverse distribution of 
tracers. More sheets were added later. 

Figure 7-1. Sampling arrangement. 

The advantages from covering the ceiling with plastic sheets instead of 
drilling sampling holes were: 

Better water and tracer mass balances could be made 

A higher sampling density could obtained for the same cost. 

The disadvantages from this method were: 

The changes in the rock stresses due to the drift could change the 
flow pattern close to the drift and therefore the obtained flow 
patterns might not be locally representative for the undisturbed 
rock. 

Methods for covering this large area of approximately 700 m 2 

had to be developed. 
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WATER INFLOW RATES 

The water inflow rates into the test site were monitored: 

I: Before drilling the injection holes 

II: After drilling the injection holes and before installation of the 
injection equipment, i.e. injection zones and compacted 
bentonite 

III: After installation of the compacted bentonite. 

I : Before drilling 

The aim of the water inflow monitoring before drilling the injection 
holes was to determine the "undisturbed" flow field into the test site 
before the region above the site was "disturbed" by the presence of 
the injection holes. 

The water inflow rates into the "undisturbed" test site area clearly 
showed that water does not flow uniformly in the rock but seems to 
be localized to wet areas with large dry areas in between, see Figure 
7-2. 
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'10ml/h 

25m 

Water inflow rates into the test site before drilling the 
injection holes. 

Water was found in approximately 1/3 of the 350 sampling areas. 
10 % of these "wet" areas contributed more than 50 % of the total 
water inflow rate into the test site. The total water inflow rate into 
the test site was approximately 700 ml/h. 

ll: After drilling and before installation of the compacted bentonite. 

The water inflow rates decreased significant in the major part of the 
sampling areas shortly after drilling the injection holes. 

The injection holes were left open for about 6 months because of 
various measurements. 

m: After installation of the compacted bentonite. 

When compacted bentonite takes up water, it swells. This swelling 
tends to restore the conditions to those which existed before the 
drilling of the injection holes. The water flowrates into the test site 
increased when the bentonite swelled. 
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INJECTION HOLES 

Drilling 

The drilling of the three 70 m long injection holes with diameters of 
76 mm was performed by the Swedish company, TGB. The holes were 
drilled straight upward, and a later deviation measurement showed that 
the deviation at the end of the holes was less than 0.3 m from the 
ideal position. 

Core log. TV inspection 

The most important result from the core log was a verification that all 
three injection holes were situated in granitic rock, and thus the tracer 
migration would take place in granitic rock. This was performed by 
SGAB, Sweden. 

As in the core logging of the pilot hole, a lot of effort was put forth 
to find fractures that may have been water bearing. A comparison 
between the water inflow rate into sections of the holes, location of 
water bearing fractures, and fracture frequency is given in Appendix 3. 

Water inflow into sections of the holes 

The injection of tracers were carried out in 9 separate high 
conductivity zones, each zone with a length of about 2.5 m. In order 
to find suitable zones, the water inflow rates into 2 m sections of the 
holes were monitored. 
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Figure 8-1. Water inflow rates into sections of the injection holes. 

Figure 8 -1 clearly shows that there are large differences in water 
inflow rates within and between the three injection holes. The total 
inflow into the holes were: 

Into hole I 

Into hole II 

Into hole III 

Radar measurement 

(70 m) : ~ 1000 mllh 

(70 m) 

(70 m) 

~ 4000 mllh 

~ 17500 mllh 

Radar reflection measurements were performed by SGAB in all three 
injection holes. The reason for doing this measurement was to obtain a 
better knowledge of the orientation of potential fracture zones in the 
rock volume to be used for the migration experiment. 

Four possible fracture zones were identified. One of the zones seemed 
to be located above all three injection holes, while the remaining three 
zones intersect at least one of the injection holes. For more 
information about the radar measurement, see Appendix 4. 

Water analysis 

Water samples were taken for analysis from various parts of the test 
site and from a number of 2 m zones in the injection holes. The 
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main purpose of the water analysis was to see if the same water 
composition could be found somewhere in the test site as in any of 
the zones in the injection holes. Such a concurrence would indicate a 
hydraulic connection between the points where the water had been 
sampled. Unfortunately, the difference in water composition between the 
different samples was so small that no reliable conclusions could be 
taken. For more information about the water composition, see Appendix 
9. 

SELECfION OF THEINJECfION ZONES 

When selecting where to inject tracers, the following data from the 
test site and the injection holes were available: 

Test site 

Water collection 

Stereophoto and logging 

Water analysis 

Injection holes 

Inflow measurements (2 m zones) 

Radar measurements 

Core logging 

TV - inspection 

Water analysis 

The selected zones must have a fairly high hydraulic conductivity (in 
our case measured as water inflow rate) if it should be possible to 
inject such large amounts of tracers that the tracer concentration down 
in the test site would be detectable even if the tracer concentrations 
are decreased during the migration due to dilution, dispersion, diffusion 
into the rock matrix, etc. Because of the reasons mentioned above 
(dilution, dispersion, and diffusion), the amounts of tracers that must 
be injected should increase with increased distance to the test site. In 
practice, zones at any level in the injection holes could be used for 
injection, but in order to study the spatial distribution of water flow 
pathways, the injection zones considered should be located at least 10 
m above the ceiling of the test site. Because of the time limit of 
about 1 year of tracer injection for the experiment no injection zones 
located more than 50 m above the ceiling of the test site would be 
chosen if no special reasons occurred. 

The values on the migration distances discussed above were extrapolated 
from the water residence times from the "Migration in a Single 
Fracture" experiment. This experiment was performed about 200 m 
from the 3 - D migration experiment. The migration distance between 
the injection and sampling points was approximately 5 m in the single 
fracture experiment, but the obtained water residence times showed that 
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migration distances up to about 50 m could be used for an experiment 
with 2 years of tracer injection and sampling provided the 2 - D 
experiment was representative of the rock in the 3 - D drift. 

Another criterion that of course must be fulfilled if it should be 
meaningful to inject tracers from a specific zone was that there exists 
a hydraulic connection down to the sampling points in the test site. 
The only certain way to find out if a flow connection exists or not is 
to perform a tracer experiment period. To find out if there is a 
pressure connection (which does not have to mean that there exists a 
hydraulic connection) is simpler. That would "just" require a number of 
pressure response holes at the ceiling of the test site, some extra 
equipment, and a lot of time. Pressure connections would not ensure 
that tracer flow paths exist under the prevailing gradient. 

It was decided not to do any pressure connection tests mainly because: 

A pressure connection does not ensure the existence of a flow 
connection 

The time and money needed for a pressure connection test would 
have been in the same order of magnitude as running the tracer 
experiment with continuous injection and sampling for 1 year 

The drilling of the pressure response holes would disturb the 
water flow paths leading down to the plastic sheets in the test 
site. 

Because of lack of a priori information about a hydraulic connection 
between different sections of the injection holes and the test site, the 
selected injection zones were located rather close to the ceiling of the 
test site. 

The differences in water inflow rates and number of high conductive 
zones in the three injection holes (see Figure 8-1 and Appendix 3) 
led to the following selection of tracer injection zones: 

2 zones in hole I 

3 zones in hole II 

4 zones in hole III 

Total: 9 injection zones. 

The lengths of the injection zones were chosen to be 2.5 m for 
reasons given in Appendix 3. 
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Figure 8-2. Hole I. Water inflow rates into 2 m sections. 

Out of the three injection holes, hole I had the lowest water inflow 
rate (see Figure 8-1). Because of this low water inflow rate, the 
problem was rather to find as many as 2 suitable injection zones in 
this hole rather than have to select among many possible. 

Looking at the inflow into this hole (Figure 8 - 2) from the ceiling and 
upward, it is obvious that the first zone of any importance is the 
zone located 17 -19 m above the ceiling. The water inflow into this 
zone (75 ml/h) is fairly high compared to the rest of the hole. 
Because of that and the fact that it is located rather close to the 
ceiling of the test site, it was decided to use this zone for injection 
of tracers. 

The next zone of interest is the zone 31-33 m above the ceiling. 
This zone had a inflow of 181 ml/h. Two zones slightly above this 
zone had a somewhat lower inflow and the zone located 53-55 m 
above the ceiling had a somewhat higher inflow. The rest of the zones 
in the hole are of no interest. Out of the four zones mentioned 
above, the zone located at the 31 - 33 m level was chosen as the 
second injection zone for tracers in hole I. The two zones slightly 
above the 31 - 33 m level were rejected because of lower water inflow 
rate and longer distance down to the test site. The 53 - 55 m zone 
was rejected because of the too large distance to the test site. 

Furthermore, the zone located 31-33 m above the ceiling was of 
special interest since the radar reflection measurement indicated that a 
fracture zone was intersecting hole I at this level. From the radar 
interpretation, this fracture zone would also intersect the pilot hole and 
eventually also the access drift. 
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The two zones chosen for tracer injection in hole I were the two 
"high" conductivity zones closest to the test site. Any alternative or 
extra zone would have been located further from the ceiling of the 
test site and would because of the increased distance have a lower 
possibility to connect to the sampling areas in the test site. 

Zones chosen for tracer injection, hole I: 

17-19 m 

31-33 m 

Hole II 

Length (m) Hole II 

0 250 500 
, . III 

70 Q (ml/h) 
II 

50 2414 

30 

10 

Figure 8-3. Hole II. Water inflow rates into 2 m sections. 

In spite of that the total water inflow rate into hole II was almost 4 
times higher than the inflow into hole I, the decision of where to 
inject tracers was even simpler for hole II. That was because the 
inflow into hole II was mainly located to one specific 2 m zone. This 
zone is located 55 - 57 m above the ceiling and gave almost 2/3 of 
the total water inflow into the hole (see Figure 8 - 3) . 

Even if the distance (55-57 m) from this high conductivity zone down 
to the test site is very long, it was decided to use this zone for 
tracer injection because of the dominance in water inflow rate and an 
indication from the radar reflection measurement that the zone was 
intersected by a fracture zone which could be connected to the test 
site. 

Apart from the above mentioned high conductivity zone, the water 
inflow rates into hole II were rather low. Below the zone located 
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55 - 57 m above the ceiling, there were only four zones with water 
inflow rates worth considering. These zones are: 

Level (m) Water inflow rate (ml/h) 

3-5 48 

9-11 20 

33-35 95 

43-45 80 

The water inflow rate into the zone located 3 - 5 m above the ceiling 
was acceptable, but the distance down to the test site is to short to 
give any useful information about the spatial distribution of water flow 
pathways. 

The next zone, located 9-11 m above the ceiling, was chosen for 
injection of tracers. The water inflow rate into this zone was low, but 
the distance down to the test site is short but considered sufficient for 
the purpose of the experiment. 

Finally, the zone located 33 - 35 m above the test site was chosen for 
injection of tracers. This zone had a higher water inflow rate and a 
shorter migration distance than the zone at 43 -45 m. 

Some zones located above 57 m had a fairly high water inflow rate. 
But these zones were rejected because of the distance to the test site 
and the existence of the dominant zone at the 55 - 57 m level. 

Figure 8 - 3 shows that two of the zones chosen for injection of 
tracers in hole II are the two zones located closest to the test site 
when the 3 - 5 m zone is excluded. The third zone is located far 
from the test site but it has a very high water inflow rate, and there 
did not exist any good alternative below this level. 

Zones chosen for tracer injection, hole II: 

9-11 m 

33-35 m 

55-57 m 
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Figure 8-4. Hole III. Water inflow rates into 2 m sections. 

The total water inflow rate into hole III was more than 15 times 
higher than into hole I. The distribution of inflow rates into the 
different zones in hole III was such that many zones were highly 
conductive. Because of these high water inflow rates it was decided to 
inject tracers from four zones in this hole. 

Looking at Figure 7 -2, which illustrates the water inflow rates into 
the test site, it can be seen that the area close to hole III gives the 
major part of the water. Even though this area is "wet", hole III had 
an inflow that was some order of magnitude higher. This could mean 
that some of the waterbearing fractures intersecting the hole do not 
have connection with the test site. Because of this uncertainty, the 
injection zones selected were four high conductive zones located close 
to the test site. Furthermore, the radar reflection measurement 
indicated that one of the zones (28-30 m) was intersected with a 
fracture zone that might have connection down to the test site (see 
Appendix 4). 

Zones chosen for tracer injection, hole III: 

12-14 m 

18-20 m 

28-30 m 

36-38 m 
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Zones selected for tracer injection 

Hole 

Level (m) 

I 
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31-33 
55-57 
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Figure 8-5. Zones chosen for tracer injection. 
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DISCUSSION 

The work done in the pilot hole, injection holes, and the test site was 
mainly aimed to obtain the location of the test site and the injection 
zones. When the injection zones had been chosen, one can afterward 
see which information was of importance for the selection. This 
information is discussed below. 

Pilot hole 

Core log 

The only result that could be used from the core logging was the fact 
that the whole core consisted of granitic rock, which insured that the 
test site would also be located in granitic rock. The information 
obtained about fractures, fracture frequencies, location of water bearing 
fractures, etc were used when looking at different correlations (see 
Appendix 2), but could not be used when deciding where to excavate 
the test site or where to inject tracers. 

The core log in the pilot hole thus just confirmed that the test site 
would be located in granitic rock. 

Hydraulic conductivity measurement 

The hydraulic conductivity measurement gave the important result that 
water was entering into the part of the pilot hole where the test site 
later was excavated. The final position of the test site was moved 
about 10m because a large amount of water was found around 115 
m in the pilot hole. Furthermore, this measurement gave an indication 
about the hydraulic conductivity around the test site area. 

The hydraulic conductivity measurement gave a lot of useful 
information. 
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Radar measurement 

The method for radar reflection measurements was not "fully" 
developed when measuring the pilot hole. Therefore the results could 
only be used as an indication that no major fracture zones existed 
close to the pilot hole. 

Test site 

Site documentation and stereophoto 

The site documentation and the stereophotos were useful mainly to 
explain how the tracers had migrated into the test site after the 
tracers had reached the test site. Extrapolations of the stereophotos 
were useful when deciding where to inject tracers. The stereo photos 
showed that a lot of fractures with a connection down to the test site 
seemed to intersect hole III where tracers were injected from 4 
different zones at the level of intersection. Furthermore, the site 
documentation was used to correlate what was seen down in the test 
site with the water inflow rates into the plastic sheets and tracer 
breakthrough curves. 

The site documentation and the stereophotos thus gave useful 
information both when selecting the locations for the injection zones 
and later when trying to correlate the obtained information. 

Water inflow rates into the plastic sheets 

The most important result from the water inflow monitoring into the 
plastic sheets is a 2 m 2 resolution of basic understanding of how the 
water inflow rates are distributed in detail over a large area. But these 
results, which showed which fractures that were water bearing, together 
with the drift logging and the stereo photos were also used to see 
where the fractures seemed to intersect the injection holes. 

The information from the water inflow monitoring into the plastic 
sheets was thus used to obtain a basic understanding of water flow 
distribution over a large area, correlating the obtained information, and 
selecting where to inject tracers. 

Injection holes 

Core logs 

The most important result from the core log was that the cores 
consisted of granitic rock and therefore the migration between the 
injection zones down to the sampling areas (plastic sheets) would take 
place in granitic rock. The core logs were also valuable when 
interpretating the radar reflection measurements and when deciding the 
exact locations of the injection zones. The information about fracture 
frequency, mineral composition, etc was used only when looking at 
possible correlations (see Appendix 3). 
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Hydraulic conductivity measurement 

The hydraulic conductivity was obtained by measuring the water inflow 
rates over 2 m zones in the injection holes. These measurements were 
the most important when deciding where to inject the tracers and 
showed where high conductive zones that could be used for tracer 
injection were located. 

These measurements formed the basis for selecting the injection zones. 

Radar measurement 

The technique for radar reflection measurements had improved 
considerably when the injection holes were measured. The radar could 
"see" a longer distance into the rock with a better resolution. The 
three "fracture zones" interpreted to intersect the injection holes partly 
decided which zones should be used for tracer injection. Furthermore, 
the water inflow rates into the holes seem to be increased at the 
interpreted levels of intersection. The radar reflection measurements 
from the injection holes were very useful when deciding where to 
inject the tracers. 
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DEVIATION MEASUREMENT 

The deviation measurement which was performed by Reflex AB of 
Sweden, is a method used to obtain the coordinates in a borehole at 
various positions. Three measurements were performed with the 
following purposes and results: 

Pilot hole, first measurement: To obtain the coordinates and 
direction of the pilot hole just before it entered what 
later would be the test site area. This measurement 
showed that the final part of the pilot hole would most 
probably be located in the rock volume where the test 
site later would be excavated and therefore would not 
cause any problems. 

Pilot hole, second measurement: To obtain the coordinates for 
the pilot hole within what later would be the test site 
area. The result from this measurement caused the end 
point of the test site to be changed approximately 1 m 
to the right in order to have the pilot hole in the 
center of the test site. 

Injection holes: To obtain the "exact" coordinates for the 
injection holes. 

ACCURACY OF THE MEASUREMENT METHOD 

Some hints on the accuracy of the measurements were later given 
when the drifts were excavated. The pilot hole entered the access drift 
after about 90 m, where after the drift followed the pilot hole for 
about 90 m. During the excavation, the coordinates for some points of 
the pilot hole were determined "exactly" by theodolite measurements. 
Since the error in a theodolite measurement is small, less than 10 mm 
per 100 m, the difference in coordinates between the two 
measurements could be considered as an error in the deviation 
measurement. 
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Table At-t. Deviations from true positions 
theodolite measurements. 
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Figure Al -1 . Locations for the comparison between deviation 
measurement and theodolite measurement. 

It can be seen from table Al-l above 
deviation measurements were around 0.1 m, 
our purposes. 

that the errors in the 
which were negligible for 
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PILOT HOLE: 

CORE LOG 

CORE LOG, FISSURE FREQUENCY, LOCATION 
OF WATER BEARING FISSURES, AND 
HYDRAUUC CONDUCTIVITY. 

The core log ensured that the pilot hole was situated in granitic rock, 
therefore the test site would also be situated in granitic rock. The 
colors of the granite were grey, greyish - red and red ish - grey. Some 
small parts of the core consisted of pegmatite, see Figure A2-1 for 
the core log. The core logging was performed by SGAB, Sweden. 

P P P P P 

I I 
50 100 150 190 

Grey granite Length (m) 

~4Z";/1 Redgrey/greyred granite 

P Pegmatite 

Figure A2 -1 . Pilot hole: Core log. 

While drilling the pilot hole, a core loss of about 1.2 m occurred 
between 117.5 - 118.7 m. The reason for this core loss was found 
to be a pegmatite intrusion that ran nearly parallel with the pilot 
hole. This was discovered later when excavating the test site. 
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FRACTURE FREQUENCY 

The core log also gave information about the fracture frequency in the 
pilot hole. The fracture frequency (see Figure A2-2) was largest within 
the first 65 m of the core, where approximately 2/3 of the total 
number of fractures were found. The average fracture frequency for 
the core was about 3 fractures/m. 

Fissures/m 

o 50 

Figure A2-2. 

100%=545 fissures 

100 150 190 

Length (m) 

Pilot hole: Fracture frequency and cumulative 
diagram 5 m sections. 

IDeATION OF WATER BEARING FRACTURES 

Another aim of the core logging was to find fractures that seemed to 
have been water bearing, for example precipitation of rust, in order to 
compare these results with where water would be found later. 
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Pilot hole: Fractures that from the core log seemed 
or feasibly seemed to have been water bearing. 

In Figure A2-3 the eleven fractures that seemed to have been water 
bearing are marked with the letters A - K. The 18 fractures that were 
considered as feasibly water bearing are illustrated as dashed lines. 

HYDRAUUC CONDUcrIVITY MEASUREMENT 

The purposes with the hydraulic conductivity measurement were to gain 
information about if and where water could be expected to be found 
later within the test site and to compare the water inflow rates with 
where the water bearing fractures were found from the core log. 

The measurements were carried out in 7.5 m and 15 m zones. Each 
zone was isolated with inflatable packers, 1 m in length. Thereafter 
the hydraulic conductivity was determined from the water inflow rate 
which was measured between 1 and 7 h. The measuring limit was 
10- 1 1 m/s. 

In order to convert the obtained water inflow rates into hydraulic 
conductivities, the water pressure should have been measured in all 
zones. However, the time needed for such measurements would be too 
long, and since the purpose of the study was to obtain a "rough" 
description of what would later be the test site area, the pressure was 
only measured in one of the more conductive zones. The value 
obtained for the water pressure was later used to calculate the 
hydraulic conductivity from the water inflow rates for all the zones. 
The equation used was: 

I( Q 
=2~*=n~*~L-*~H~-*ln (r,/r o) 
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where: K = hydraulic conductivity (m/s) 

Q = wa ter inflow rate (m 3 Is) 

L = zone length (m) 

H = pressure head (m) 
( assumed to be 100 m 

for all zones) 

r, = distant radius 

ro = radius of hole (0.038 m) 

Assume r, = 10 m => 

r , 100 m ==> 

Since r, does not have any major influence on the hydraulic 
conductivity, the expression In (r 1 Ir 0) was set equal to 2*n, which 
simplified the equation above to: 

K 
Q 

L*H 

The result from the measurement is given in Table A2-1. 
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Table A2-1. Pilot hole: The water inflow rates and hydraulic 
conductvities for the zones. 

Depth Flowrate Hydraulic 
conductivity 

[m ] [ m I /h ] [m/s ] 

23.86-38.86 2268 4.2 E-10 
38.86-53.86 299 5.6 E-11 
53.86-68.86 259 4.8 E-11 
68.86-83.86 227 4.2 E-11 
83.86-98.86 241 4.4 E-11 
98.86-113.86 227 4.2 E-11 

113.86-121.36 1296 4.8 E-10 
121.36-128.86 756 2.7 E-10 
128.86-136.36 40 1.5 E-11 
136.36-143.86 20 < 1 E-11 
143.86-151.36 119 4.4 E-11 
151.36-158.86 245 8.9 E-11 
158.86-166.36 40 1.5 E-11 
166.36-173.86 75 2.7 E-11 
173.86-181.36 360 1.4 E-10 
181.36-188.86 8 < 1 E-11 

23.86-188.86 6480 1.1 E-10 

Table A2 -1 shows that the conductivities ranged from values less than 
10- 1 1 mls up to 5*10- 1 0 mIs, with an average value close to 
10- 1 0 m/s. 

EXPECfED mGH CONDUCfIVITY AREAS IN THE TEST SITE 

The hydraulic conductivity measurements showed where water could be 
expected to be found later in the test site area. Based on these 
results, the final position for the test site was changed. 
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Hydraulic conductivity in the pilot hole and location 
of the test site and the three injection holes. First 
plan and final position of the test site. 
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From Figure A2-4 it can be seen that if the test site was excavated 
according to the original plan, the most conductive zone in the pilot 
hole, located around 115 m and probably a very conductive area in 
the test site, would have been located at the start or just outside the 
test site. Furthermore, the end of the test site would have been 
located in an area where the pilot hole was "dry", around 185 m. 
Because of these factors, the access drift was shortened by 10 m. 
Therefore the conductive area around 115 m was located between two 
injection holes and the test site did not enter the area that seemed to 
be dry at 185 m. 

COMPARISON BETWEEN: CORE LOG, FISSURE FREQUENCY, 
INFLOW RATES, AND FISSURES THAT 
SEEMED TO BE WATER BEARING. 

The relations between core log, fracture frequency, water inflow rates, 
and fractures that seemed to be water bearing from the core log can 
be seen in Figure A2 - 5 and are discussed in the text below. 
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CORE !DO - FRACTURE FREQUENCY 

The core consisted of redish - grey/ greyish - red granite for the first 50 
m and thereafter of grey granite. Pegmatite was found in some places 
around 40-50 m and 110-120 m. 

The fracture frequency was increased in the first part of the core, 
which consisted of the redish - grey/greyish -red granite. A larger 
number of fractures were found in the first 50 m of the 
redish - grey/ greyish - red granite than in the remaining 140 m of grey 
granite. 

The fracture frequency around 40-50 m, where pegmatite was found, 
was of the same order of magnitude as the fracture frequency in the 
rest of the redish-grey/greyish-red part of the core. However, the 
increased fracture frequency in the grey part of the core, around 
110-120 m, coincides with the location of the pegmatite. 

CORE !DO 
RATES 

FRACTURE FREQUENCY WATER INFLOW 

High conductivity zones were found in both the redish - grey/ 
greyish -red and grey parts of the granite. Furthermore, the available 
information does not indicate any major differences in water inflow 
rates between the two types of granite. 

The pegmatite zones around 40-50 m were located in fairly low 
conductive granite, while the pegmatite zones around 110-120 m 
coincide with the high conductive area in the grey part of the granite. 

Some relationships between the fracture frequency and water inflow 
rates were found. The highly conductive zone between 23 - 38 m had a 
significantly increased fracture frequency. The two high conductivity 
zones between 113 -128 m have the highest fracture frequency in the 
grey part of the granite. These observations should then indicate that a 
correlation exists between the fracture frequency and water inflow rate. 
On the other hand, the water inflow rates between 38 and 113 m 
were almost constant even though a large variation in the fracture 
frequency was observed. 

CORE !DO 
FRACTURES 

FRACTURE FREQUENCY WATER BEARING 

The distribution of fractures, classified as water bearing or feasibly 
water bearing, seemed to be quite uniform in the core. However, two 
areas in the core showed an increased amount of water bearing 
fractures. The first area was around 25 - 35 m where the water bearing 
fractures A, Band C were found among some feasibly water bearing 
fractures. This area showed a fracture frequency that was above the 
average fracture frequency in the grey part of the granite. The second 
area with an increased number of water bearing fractures was around 
130-140 m. But looking at this fracture frequency, the area was not 
at all dominant. 
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WATER INFLOW RATES - WATER BEARING FRACfURES 

The most important question to answer is if there were any 
correlations between the water inflow rates and the fractures that were 
classified as water bearing during the core logging. 

The first zone in the hydraulic conductivity measurement was the 15 m 
zone between 24 and 39 m. The water bearing fracture C and some 
feasibly water bearing fractures were found within this zone, so the 
correlation between water inflow rates and water bearing fractures 
seemed good so far. However, the water inflow rates between 39 and 
113 m were quite small even though 4 of the fractures classified as 
water bearing were found here. Fracture H was located within the 
zone 114 to 121 m, which was found to have an increased water 
inflow rate. Only one fracture that was classified as feasibly water 
bearing was found in the "wet" zone 121 to 129 m. Looking at the 
location of the water bearing fractures, the area around 130 to 140 m 
seemed to be very conductive because of three fractures I, J, and K, 
classified as water bearing and some feasibly water bearing fractures. 
However, the water inflow rate into the zone 128 to 143 m was 
among the lowest in the pilot hole. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The discussion above does not give any evidence for any relationships 
between core log, fracture frequency, water inflow rates, and water 
bearing fractures. However, in some cases an increased fracture 
frequency coincided with an increased water inflow rate or an increased 
water inflow rate coincided with the location of fractures classified as 
water bearing. But looking at the whole core, no reliable conclusions 
can be made. 
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INJECTION HOLES: CORE LOGS, FISSURE FREQUENCIES, 
WATER BEARING FISSURES, AND 
WATER INFLOW RATES. 

Comparisons between core log, fracture frequency, water bearing 
fractures, and water inflow rates were done with the available 
information from the injection holes, in the same way as for the pilot 
hole. 

CORE LOGS 

The core logs showed that all three holes were located in granitic 
rock. 

The color of the granite was grey, greyish-red/redish-grey, and red. 
Some pegmatite and amfibolite were found. All three holes were 
intersected by tectonized zones. The core log is shown in Figure 
A3-1. 
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FRACfURE FREQUENCY 

The average fracture frequencies were: 

Hole I 2.7 fractures/m 

II 1.8 fractures/m 

III 3.2 fractures/m 

The numbers above indicate some small differences in fracture 
frequency between the injection holes, and that the average fracture 
frequency was close to the average fracture frequency found in the 
pilot hole which was about 3 fractures/m. 
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Figure A3 - 2. Injection hole I: Fracture frequency. 
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LOCATION OF WATER BEARING FRACTURES 

While logging the pilot hole, effort was put forth to find fractures that 
seemed to have been water bearing in the injection holes. Figure 3 - 5 
shows the locations of fractures that were classified as water 
bearing/feasibly water bearing. 
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Injection holes: Fractures that were classified as 
water bearing or feasibly water bearing from the 
core log. 

The following number of water bearing fractures were found from the 
cores: 

Hole 14 

I I 11 

I I I 21 
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WATER INFLOW : MEASURING METHOD AND RESULTS 

If the detection of tracers was to be possible, even in the sampling 
points located beside the major flowpaths, then the tracer 
concentrations and injection flowrates had to be fairly high. Therefore, 
a water inflow measurement was done with the purpose of finding the 
zones where fairly large amounts of tracers could be injected. 

The zones from where to inject tracers were decided to be 
approximately 2 m long. Therefore, the water inflow measurements 
were carried out in 2 m sections of the holes. The packer 
arrangement made it possible to measure the water inflow rate into 3 
sections at the same time, see Figure A3-6. The measuring time was 
approximately 24 h for each section. 

A B 

III IIII 

Figure A3 - 6. 

c 

IIII 

A Water inflow monitor
ing into three 2 m zones 

B Moving the equipment 
2 downward and monitor the 
water inflow rates into the 
three sections that previously 
were covered with the 
infla ta ble packers 

C Moving the equipment 10m 
downward etc 

Packer arrangement for the water inflow monitoring. 

The results from the water inflow monitoring are given in Table A3-1 
and Figure A3 -7. 
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Table A3-1, Injection holes: Water inflow rates into 2 m sections. 

Hole I Hole I I Hole I I I 
Level [ m ] Q[ m I /h ] Level [m ] Q[ml/h] Level [m ] Q[ml/h] 

65-67 7 65-67 268 66-68 21 
63-65 1 63-65 540 64-66 11 
61-63 0 61-63 0 62-64 4 
59-61 95 59-61 0 60-62 13 
57-59 150 57-59 449 58-60 278 
55-57 7 55-57 2414 56-58 1777 
53-55 195 53-55 49 54-56 968 
51-53 5 51-53 46 52-54 4704 
49-51 3 49-51 4 50-52 177 
47-49 2 47-49 0 48-50 40 
45-47 0 45-47 25 46-48 14 
43-45 2 43-45 80 44-46 1 
41-43 24 41-43 1 42-44 3 
39-41 126 39-41 12 40-42 1129 
37-39 17 37-39 3 38-40 845 
35-37 124 35-37 0 36-38 1966 
33-35 2 33-35 95 34-36 582 
31-33 181 31-33 0 32-34 90 
29-31 0 29-31 0 30-32 112 
27-29 0 27-29 1 28-30 1102 
25-27 0 25-27 4 26-28 274 
23-25 25 23-25 2 24-26 56 
21-23 0 21-23 0 22-24 22 
19-21 0 19-21 0 20-22 494 
17-19 75 17-19 1 18-20 1489 
15-17 1 15-17 1 16-18 308 
13-15 0 13-15 0 14-16 42 
11-13 4 11-13 0 12-14 734 

9-11 0 9-11 20 10-12 182 
7-9 0 7-9 7 8-10 1 
5-7 0 5-7 3 6-8 1 
3-5 0 3-5 48 4-6 53 

2-4 43 
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Figure A3-7 and Table A3-1 show the differences in water inflow 
rates into the injection holes. The total water inflow rates were: 

Hole I ~ 1000 ml/h 

II ~ 4000 mllh 

III ~ 17500 mllh 

This measurement gave information about where to locate the 2 m 
zones with high water inflow rates, but not where in the zones the 
water entered. A small error in the determination of the packer 
positions during the measurement or during the installation of the 
injection equipment could cause some water bearing fractures to be 
closed off when installing the injection equipment. Since compacted 
bentonite was used between the injection zones to decrease the risk of 
tracers migrating into the space between the zones, it was later 
impossible to change a chosen position of the injection equipment when 
the compacted bentonite had taken up water and swelled. Therefore, 
the water inflow rates were also monitored just above and below the 
zones chosen for tracer injection (see Figure A3-S). 
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Injection holes, determination of the best zone 
location for tracer injection. 

From the measurement illustrated in Figure A3-8, the best location 
for the tracer injection was determined. Furthermore, the zone lengths 
for the tracer injection were chosen to be 2.5 m. With this increased 
zone length and the measurement described in Figure A3 - 8, the risk 
that the compacted bentonite would close off the fractures that were 
found to be of interest was minimized. See Appendix 5 for the exact 
location of the injection zones. 
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COMPARISON BETWEEN: CORE LOG, FISSURE FREQUENCY, 
WATER INFLOW RATES, AND WATER 
BEARING FISSURES. 

The correlations between core log, fracture frequency, water inflow 
rate, and fractures that were classified as water bearing during the core 
log can be seen in Figures A3 - 9 - A3 -11 and are discussed in the 
text below. 
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CORE LOG - FRACfURE FREQUENCY 

All three cores consisted of both redish - grey/ greyish - red and grey 
granite. The grey granite had a lower fracture frequency in all three 
holes compared to the red ish - grey/greyish -red granite. The tectonized 
parts of the cores did not have any significant difference in fracture 
frequency compared to the surrounding parts. 

CORE LOG 
RATES 

FRACfURE FREQUENCY WATER INFLOW 

A considerably larger amount of zones with high water inflow rates 
were found in the red ish - grey/ greyish - red granite compared to the 
grey granite. Pegmatite was found in both the "wet" and "dry" zones. 
Amfibolite was found in hole III 52.2 - 52.4 m above the ceiling. The 
zone 52 - 54 m in hole III was the zone that gave the most water of 
all zones in the three holes. The major part of the tectonized zone in 
hole II at 55.5-57.8 m was located within the zone 55-57 m, which 
gave approximately 2/3 of the total water inflow into hole II. The 
other tectonized zones in the injection holes did not show any 
increased water inflow rates. 

No obvious correlation between the water inflow rate and fracture 
frequency could be observed. The highest fracture frequency in hole I 
was found around 51 - 52 m, and the zone 51 - 53 m had a small 
water inflow rate. In addition, the most conductive zone in hole I, 
53 - 55 m, had a fracture frequency close to the average fracture 
frequency in hole I. The most conductive zone in hole II, 55 - 57 m, 
had a fracture frequency slightly above the average fracture frequency 
for hole II, while the section with the highest fracture frequency 
around 44-45 m showed a minor water inflow rate. 

Hole III had no obvious correlation either. The zone with the highest 
water inflow rate in hole III, 52 - 54 m, had a fracture frequency 
slightly above the average fracture frequency for hole III. However, the 
36-38 m zone had both a high water inflow rate and the highest 
fracture frequency. 

CORE LOG 
FRACfURES 

FRACfURE FREQUENCY WATER BEARING 

Hole III had the highest number of fractures that were classified as 
water bearing from the core log. Figure A3 - 5 shows an increased 
number of water bearing fractures around 30 m. Other tectonized areas 
in the injection holes did not give any indication of a higher fracture 
frequency. Furthermore, Figures A3-9, A3-10 and A3-11 illustrate 
that no correlation exist between the fracture frequency and water 
bearing fractures. 

WATER INFLOW RATES - WATER BEARING FRACfURES 

The number of water bearing fractures and total water inflow rates 
were: 
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Number of water 
bearing fractures 

Hole I 
I I 
I I I 

14 
11 
21 

Total water 
inflow rate 

1000 
4000 
1750 

The values above show that it is difficult to predict anything about the 
water inflow rate by just inspec.ting the cores. 

Hole I (Figure A3 - 5) has an increased number of water bearing 
fractures between 57 - 58 m and one zone with a fairly high water 
inflow rate of about 150 mllh was located there. But zones with 
higher water inflow rates were located at 53-55 m and 31-33 m, 
where one respectively zero water bearing fractures was discovered from 
the core logging. Approximately half the number of fractures that were 
found to be water bearing were located in zones with low water inflow 
rates, less than 10 ml/h. 

Two water bearing fractures were found in the zone located 55 - 57 m 
in hole II, where approximately 2/3 of the total water inflow into hole 
II was located. The rest of the water bearing fractures in hole II were 
found in rather "dry" zones and no water bearing fractures were found 
in the three zones with high water inflow rates above the 57 m level. 
More than half the number of water bearing fractures were found in 
zones with low water inflow rates less than 20 mllh. 

Hole III had the highest water inflow rate and the largest amount of 
water bearing fractures. But of the five zones with the highest water 
inflow rates, water bearing fractures were only found in two. More 
than half the number of water bearing fractures were found in zones 
with low water inflow rates less, than 150 mllh, compared to the rest 
of the hole. 

CONCLUSION 

The conclusion arrived at when comparing the core log, fracture 
frequency, water inflow rates, and water bearing fractures for the 
injection holes are the same as for the pilot hole, i.e. inspecting the 
core did not give any indication of where water could be found. 
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RADAR REFLECTION MEASUREMENT 

The reflection measurement made it possible to locate fracture zones 
and changes in other rock types up to approximately 100 m outward 
from a borehole. The accuracy in the determination of the intersection 
of a zone and the borehole was estimated to be ± 2 m and the 
accuracy in orientation ± 5 0 • Four possible fracture zones were 
interpreted from the radar reflection measurement in the injection 
holes, among which one may intersect the test site. These zones were 
designated the letters A through D. The locations of the zones and 
the angle to the borehole axis are illustrated in Figure A4-1. 

Figure A4 -1 . 

Angle relative to the 
plane of the injection 

holes 

A - 25-30 deg 

B - 30 deg 

C - 35-40 deg 

o - 35-40 deg 

Test site and fracture zones interpreted from the 
radar reflection measurement. 

The geometry of the boreholes, which all lie in the same plane, and 
the fact that the radar interpretation only gives the angle between the 
borehole and each fracture plane gives two possible orientations for a 
fracture plane. 
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Zone A was seen in all three boreholes, although only a weak 
reflection was seen in hole I. If the angle between the hole and the 
fracture plane was 25 0 instead of the interpreted 30 0 , the zone would 
have intersected the east or west corner of the test site. Since the 
east corner of the test site has a high water inflow rate, it might be 
that this zone intersects the test site there. 

Zone B was located approximately 25 m above the top of the 
injection holes. With the interpreted angle of 300 to the boreholes, the 
distance between the zone and the drift was 50 m long at the level 
of the test site. 

Zone C intersected all three injection holes. Clear reflections were seen 
in boreholes I and III. No clear reflection was seen in hole II, but at 
the expected intersection of the zone and hole II, there was evidence 
of tectonization in the core. 

The strongest indication of what was interpreted as zone D was in the 
pilot hole at the 69 m borehole length. The zone was also seen in 
hole II at 51 m. There was a weak radar indication in hole I at 32 
m which could be interpreted as zone D. To interpret the connections 
between these radar indications in hole II and the pilot hole were 
somewhat speculative and the existence of this zone was therefore 
considered uncertain. 

RADAR REFLECfION MEASUREMENT - INJECfION ZONES 

Since the fracture zones found in the radar reflection measurement 
could be the major flow paths in the rock volume where the tracers 
would migrate, the locations of the zones found were important 
information when later deciding where to inject the tracers. 

Out of the four fracture zones that were found, only zone A was 
interpreted to eventually have a connection down to the test site. Zone 
D was interpreted to intersect the pilot hole and therefore possibly the 
access drift also. Zone Band C were not interpreted to intersect the 
test site or drifts and boreholes close to the test site. 
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o - Injection zones 

Location of the injection zones and fracture zones 
interpreted from the radar reflection measurement. 

If the fracture zones found from the radar reflection measurement 
interpretation were the major flowpaths in this rock volume, then the 
"safest" way to choose the injection zones in order to get the tracers 
down to the test site would be to inject tracers below all three 
fracture zones. 

In hole I, the upper injection zone was intersected with the 
"uncertain" fracture zone D. However, if this fracture zone existed, 
then tracers could end up in the pilot hole or access drift and be 
monitored. From the discussion in Chapter 8 about the alternatives 
when choosing the injection zones, it was stated that any alternative 
injection zone were to be located even further up in the hole. The 
lower injection zone in hole I was located well below any fracture 
zone interpreted from the radar reflection measurement. 

From the discussion about the locations of the fracture zones in hole 
II (Chapter 8) it was obvious that no alternative locations were 
realistic. The only doubt was if the zone located as far away as 
55 - 57 m above the ceiling should be used for tracer injection. From 
the interpretation of the radar reflection measurement, this injection 
zone seemed to be intersected by or was close to fracture zone C. 

Fracture zone C seemed to intersect fracture zone A which may have 
intersected the test site. This means that the radar reflection 
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measurement would indicate that tracers injected at the 55 - 57 m level 
in hole II might end up in the test site. The two remaining injection 
zones in hole II were located well below any fracture zone. 

One of the four injection zones in hole III was intersected with 
fracture zone A and another injection zone was located above fracture 
zone A. If zone A does not have any connection with the test site, 
then the tracers injected from these zones might never be seen down 
in the test site. However, the discussion in Appendix 3 shows that the 
zones chosen for injection of tracers were the four zones with a high 
water inflow rate closest to the test site. The two lower injection 
zones were located well below any fracture zone. 

The content of the discussion above is that all nine injection zones are 
located below all four fracture zones interpreted from the radar 
reflection measurement or intersected by fracture zones that might have 
connections down to the test site or the pilot hole and access drift. 

RADAR REFLECTION MEASUREMENT - WATER INFLOW RATES 

When discussing the fracture zones found from the radar reflection 
measurement interpretation it is of interest to know if these zones 
were the major flow paths within this rock volume. The information 
available could be used to see if the water inflow rates were increased 
at the levels where the fracture zones were interpreted to intersect the 
injection holes. Figures A4-3, A4-4, and A4-5 show the water 
inflow rates and the interpreted intersections with the injection holes. 
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Figure A4 - 5. Fracture zone D: Comparison between location of 
fracture zone D and water inflow rates into the 
injection holes. 

Fracture zone A, shown in Figure A4 - 3, only intersects injection hole 
III. One of the zones chosen for the injection of tracers was located 
at this level for intersection. The water inflow rate at this level was 
fairly high. 

Fracture zone C, in Figure A4-4, intersects all three injection holes. 
The water inflow rate was small at the level of intersection with hole 
I. The intersection with hole II was interpreted to be around 58 m, 
which means that the zone at 55-57 m where approximately 2/3 of 
the total water inflow rate into that hole was found could be from 
fracture zone C. The fracture zone was interpreted to intersect hole III 
within the 2 m zone that had the largest water inflow rate. 

The strongest indication of what was interpreted as fracture zone D 
was seen in the pilot hole at the 69 m borehole length, but the water 
inflow rates around 69 m was lower than the average water inflow 
rate. The zone was also seen in hole II at 51 m, where also a lower 
water inflow rate than the average was found. There was a weak 
indication of fracture zone D in hole I at 32 m which coincides with 
the conductive zone 31-33 m that was chosen for injection of tracers. 
To interpret the connections between these radar reflection indications 
in the pilot hole and hole n were somewhat speculative and the 
existence of fracture zone D was considered uncertain. 
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COORDINATE SPECIFICATION 

All coordinates, except those for the injection zones, given in the text 
below are in the mine system. The collar and end positions for the 
pilot hole and injection holes are given in Table AS -1. 

Table AS -1. Collar and end positions for the injection holes and pilot hole. 

Collar Eositions End Eositions 
X y Z X Y Z 

Pi lot hole 334.6 1149.0 355.8 523.6 1149.9 355.7 

Injection 

I I 
I I I 

hole 

450.1 1149.2 353.5 449.9 1149.3 283.5 
475.3 1149.5 353.4 475.2 1149.5 283.2 
500.1 1149.6 353.3 500.1 1149.7 283.0 

The location of the test site in the coordinate system used in the 
mine is illustrated in Figure AS-1. 
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Table AS-2. 

Hole 

Hole 

Hole 

AS.3 

In order not to miss the fracture of interest because of some small 
measuring error when doing the inflow measurement or installing the 
injection zones, the lengths of the injection zones were increased to 
2.5 m. The distances from the injection zones to the ceiling of the 
test site are given in Table AS -2. 

Injection zones. Denoted and true position. 

Level (m) as denoted True level (m) 
in the text 

zone 1 31-33 30.75-33.25 
zone 2 17-19 16.75-19.25 

I I 
zone 1 55-57 55.00-57.50 
zone 2 33-35 32.75-35.25 
zone 3 9-11 8.50-11.00 

I I I 
zone 1 36-38 36.00-38.50 
zone 2 28-30 27.75-30.25 
zone 3 18-20 18.00-20.50 
zone 4 12-14 11.75-14.25 



APPENDIX 6 A6.1 

DRIFf LOGGING 

The drift logging resulted in a description of 99 of the most significant 
fractures that could be seen on the walls and in the ceiling of the 
test site. The drift logging presented in Figure A6-1 shows that the 
test site has an increased fracture frequency in the following areas, the 
lengths listed are from the start of the test site: 

15-35 m 

67-75 m 

right (east) arm 

A semi - spherical projection in Figure A6 - 2 shows that the major part 
of the fractures are close to vertical or close to horizontal. 



Figure A6 -1 . 

A6.2 

36 

Fracture 

Fracture number 

Fracture zone 

Test site: Drift logging. 
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Figure A6 - 2. Fractures seen in the test site. Semi -spherical 

projection. 

The fractures observed in the test site were given a number from 1 to 
99, see Figure A6 -1. For every fracture the direction, fracture filling 
material, surface, etc was noted. 

Table A6-1. 

Number Direction 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 

~N12E/30-42NW 

N17-30W/~75-90E 

~N10W/40E 

N11W/~80E 

N62W/60N 
N45E/56NW 
N74E/50N 
N70E/18S 
N63W/85S 
N9E/67-70E 
~N65W/25SW 

~N10W/~ 10E 
N-S/8E 
N67W/80N 
N63W/28SW 
N70E/20SE 
~N80E/~ lOSE 
N57W/80NE 
N69E/27SW 
~N10E/4-7W 

N5E/30E 
N65E/23SE 
N64W/90 

Fracture 
filling 

CL 
CL, EP 

CL 

CL 
CL, CA 
CL 
CL 
CL, CA 
CL, CA 
CL 
CA, FP 
CL 
CL, MI 
CL, MI 

CL 
CL 
CL 
CL 

Notation 

3 parallel 

zone 
3 parallel 

zone 

2 fractures 
2 fractures 

3 fractures 
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Number Direction Fracture Notation 
filling 

24 N18E/70S CL, FP 
25 N46W/72SW 
26 N68W/77NE CL, EP 
27 N2E/61-65E CL, CA, QZ 
28 ~N80E/11-15S 

29 N32E/~85E CL 
30 N70E/~53N 

31 N18E/85W CL 
32 N20E/80SE CL 
33 ~N50E/15SE CL 
34 ~N55E/17SW CL 
35 N11E/85E 
36 N9E/~85E 

37 N30E/28SE CL, EP 
38 N68W/80SW CL, EP 
39 N16E/87E CL, EP 
40 N33W/77SW CL 
41 N45W/74SW CL 
42 N55W/78SW CL 
43 Nl-4E/~70E CL zone 
44 E-W/68N 
45 ? /~25E CL 
46 N12E/47E CL 
47 N59W/67NE CL 
48 ~N60/45NE CL zone 
49 ~N35W/20SW CL 
50 N78W/68N 
51 N50W/65NE CL, EP 
52 N18W/60E CL 2 fractures 
53 N20E/15W CL zone 
54 N49W/85SW CL zone 
55 N40W/46NE 
56 N43W/82SW CL 
57 N30W/76SW CL 
58 ~N20E/34NW CL 
59 N8W/75E CL, EP 
60 N28E/80NW CL 
61 N54W/72SW CL, FP 
62 N17E/86-90E CL 
63 ~E-W/5S CA 
64 Nearly horizontal CA, EP 
65 N55E/20SE CA, EP 
66 See 64 
67 N20E/82E CL 
68 N14W/72W CL, EP 
69 N19W/60W CL, EP, FP 
70 N40E/8SE 
71 ~N50E/10SE zone 
72 N40W/64SW CL 
73 N57-64W/72-76NE CL 2 fractures 
74 N49-54W/70-72SW CL 
75 N33E/87SE CL 
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Number Direction Fracture Notation 
filling 

76 N4s-70W/18-22NE CL, EP, 
CA (QZ) zone 

77 E-W/84S CL, EP 
78 NllE/8sE CL 
79 NsOW/72SW CL 
80 Nearly horizontal CL zone 
81 N27E/7sNW CL 
82 N17E/80NW CL, EP 
83 N20E/72E 
84 N8W/8sW CL 
85 N2E/8sE CL 
86 N39E/60SE 
87 N64W/79SW CL 
88 N3sE/82NW CL, CA 
89 NssE/8-l0NW CL, CA, 

EP zone 
90 N3E/60E CL 
91 N3sE/26SE CL 
92,93 N40-60W/lO-20E-NE CL, CA, 

MI , EP zone 
94 N3W/69E CL 2 fractures 
95 N17W/82W CL 
96 Ns4W/74SW CL, EP 
97 N79W/69NE CL, EP 
98 N7W/87E 
99 NlOW-~lsE/8sE-8sW CL, CA, 

MI , EP zone 

Notation: 

CL Chlorite 
CA Calcite 
EP Epidote 
FP Feltspar 
QZ Quartz 
MI Mica 



APPENDIX 7 A7.1 

STEREOPHOTOS 

The stereophotographing of the walls and ceiling of the test site had 
two purposes: 

Evaluation of the directions of the fractures observed in the 
test site 

Documentation of the test site. 

The direction of the fractures was, however, obtained from the drift 
logging, but with the photos it was possible to do a more accura te 
determination of the directions since the direction measurement was 
carried out on several "points" on the fracture surface. 

Extrapolating the fractures that were found to be water bearing from 
the water sampling in the test site, the following figures were obtained: 
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Figure A7 -1. Test site: Injection holes and extrapolated fractures. 
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Test site: Injection holes and extrapolated fractures. 
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It can be seen from the figures above that the fracture frequency is 
increased for fractures intersecting injection hole III at about 25 - 30 
m above the test site and going down either \ to the central part of 
the test site or to the end of the right arm. These directions might 
be the prevailing directions for the tracer migration. 

One must however remember that the fracture directions illustrated in 
the figures above are based on extrapolations of the fracture directions 
observed in the ceiling and the walls of the test site. Trying to 
extrapolate fractures can be very difficult (Abelin et al., 1985), 
therefore it is not realistic to look at any individual fractures in the 
figures above. 



APPENDIX 8 AB.I 

WATER INFLOW RATES: Pn.DT HOLE - TEST SITE 

The last part of the pilot hole was located in the area where the test 
site was later excavated. Since water inflow monitoring was performed 
both in the pilot hole and the test site, the water inflow rates could 
be compared. Since the water inflow monitoring into the pilot hole was 
done in 7.5 m zones and the water inflow monitoring into the test 
site in plastic sheet sections 2 m in length, the values from the test 
site have been grouped into corresponding lengths. Because of the 
sampling arrangement for the test site, only the water emerging at the 
upper half of the test site could be monitored. 

Figure AB.I shows the water inflow rates into the pilot hole and the 
plastic sheets at the upper part of the test site. The values of the 
water inflow rates into the test site are the mean values over the 
duration of the experiment. 
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A8.2 
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Water inflow rates: Pilot hole and upper half of 
the test site. 
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The total water inflow rates from the area 0-75 m were: 

Pilot hole : 

Test site : 

~3000 mllh (0 76 mm) 

~700 mllh (0 ~4000 mm) 

Out of the approximately 3000 mllh of water that entered the pilot 
hole, about 2000 mllh emerged from the area 8-23 m which 
corresponds to ~ 113-128 m borehole length. The test site seemed to 
be almost dry within this area, but this area was one of the areas 
where a lot of water could be seen on the floor. Except for this first 
section, the water inflow rates were similar for the pilot hole and the 
upper half of the test site despite the difference in diameter. 

A "ventilation experiment" was later performed which showed that large 
amounts of water were carried out from the test site by the ventilation 
air, i.e. a lot of water seemed to be emerging into the lower 
uncovered part of the test site or was diffusing through the plastic 
sheets. Including the water carried out by the ventilation air, the water 
inflow rates for the pilot hole and the test site were almost equal. 

The water inflow rates were observed to decrease with time. This was 
clearly seen in the injection holes which were kept open for about 0.5 
year because of different measurements being performed. In the figure 
above, the values from the pilot hole were taken some weeks after the 
drilling, while the values for the test site were taken many months 
after the excavation. 



APPENDIX 9 A9.1 

GROUNDWATER COMPOSITION 

A total number of 12 samples were taken for analysis on the water 
entering sections of the injection holes and the plastic sheets in the 
test site. The purpose of these analyses was to see if the same water 
composition could be found in some zone in a injection hole as in 
some plastic sheet down in the test site. Such a coincidence could 
then give information about a hydraulic connection between the zones 
in the injection holes and the plastic sheets in the test site. However, 
the difference in water composition between the samples was to small 
for any conclusions of a hydraulic connection. Table A9 -1 gives the 
minimum and maximum values for the 12 samples. 



A9.2 

Table A9 -1. The site area: Groundwater composition. 

Specie Concentration (ppm) 
Min Max 

Al 0.008 0.052 
Ca 18 32 
CI 18 92 
F 3.0 3.6 
Fe 2 + <0.01 <0.01 
Fetot 0.02 0.97 
HC03 18 93 
I <0.01 0.03 
K 0.11 0.28 
Mg 0.033 0.22 
Mn <0.02 0.05 
N (NH 4) <0.01 0.02 
Na 31 60 
N0 3 <0.01 0.16 
N0 2 0.001 0.062 
P (PO 4) 0.02 0.07 
S i 9.3 18 
S04 1.6 2.8 

TOC 1.9 5.0 
Conduct. 22.9 1 48.7 1 

pH 7.2 8.2 

in mS/m 
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